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Rushing to my off,rce at the Federal Defenders of start my day early

by filing through medical and educational records I subpoenaed, looking for

something, anything, that may serve as mitigation material later on in sentencing for a

client. Hopefully, I will find something to corroborate a history of poor education, mental

health issues or childhood abuse. Usually around l1 AM, I will get a familiar buzz onmy

work phone asking me to head to the courthouse to assist in preparing a bail package for

a new client. Sitting in the arraignments courtroom of the Federal Courthouse in

i sit next to ateary-eyed mom who asks a very familiar question:

LThen will my son be coming home?

It is always a tough one to answer; one I rarely have an answer for in the moment.

My time working at the Federal Defenders as a paralegal has shown me a

justice system that often operated more as a funnel rather than an instifution seeking

solutions for an individual with a unique set of life circumstances. Working in public

defense is a calling - no lawyer in our office will tell you we do this work because we

win. It is the work of small victories. On the rare but good days, I see clients go free on

bond and back to their families. On my worst days, I see the justice system paint a picture

of my clients that regularly does not align with the totality of who they are and who their



families see. They do not see the fuller picture I see from my side ofjustice. They are

never there when I sit with my clients at the federal detention center, conversations

regularly drifting from case-related topics to menial topics of television and upcoming

birthday parties for their children.

Many of my clients are far from perfect but through my work I attempt to blur the

rigid divides courtrooms often set between the perpetrators and victims of crime. By

doing so, I hope to highlight the unequal playing field to access to justice for low-income

people in our country. lt is precisely this notion that leads me to this work in the first

place. What originally inspired my interest was the fight for educational equality, as I

grew up attending segregated, predominantly African American public schools in

where my peers and I did not receive the investments I know we deserved. I spent my

college years at University learning about the legacies of discrimination and

injustice still plaguing our country and how they had manifested in my own

experiences. Coupled with my studies, I spent my time venturing outside my university to

help public high school students organize around punitive suspension policies occuning

in

After gaining admission to ny senior year of college, I

decided to defer my matriculation until2017 and spend more time working directly with

the communities I want to advocate for. As an aspiring civil rights lawyer, it felt crucial

to my development as a lawyer to work in public defense, on behalf of people I believe

are the most marginalized in our country. The two years I have spent in public defense

has paid off. I have a clear vision of the reforms our criminal justice system needs and



most importantly, how I can play apart in creating them as a civil rights attomey. I want

to work on reducing solitary confinement within our prisons. I want our country to

re-enfranchise the voting rights of ex-prisoners to ensure they have a say in our

democracy. I hope to see the repeal of the death penalty in my lifetime. These are a few

of the issues I hope to be able to litigate.

I not only see the immense need for this civil rights work, but also feel both useful

and inspired by doing it. Working on these issues feels full circle in my own life: a

chance to vindicate the position of those too often left out. I hope to use my own

education to advance the cause of equal justice for people impacted by our criminal

justice system.


